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ABSTRACT
Non-profit Micro-finance organizations provide loaning opportunities to eradicate poverty by financially equipping impoverished, yet skilled entrepreneurs who are in desperate need of an institution that lends to those who have little. Kiva.org, a widely-used crowd-funded micro-financial service, provides researchers with an extensive amount of publicly available data containing a rich set of heterogeneous information regarding micro-financial transactions. Our objective in this paper is to identify the key factors that encourage people to make micro-financing donations, and ultimately, to keep them actively involved. In our contribution to further promote a healthy micro-finance ecosystem, we detail our personalized loan recommendation system which we formulate as a supervised learning problem where we try to predict how likely a given lender will fund a new loan. We construct the features for each data item by utilizing the available connectivity relationships in order to integrate all the available Kiva data sources. For those lenders with no such relationships, e.g., first-time lenders, we propose a novel method of feature construction by computing joint nonnegative matrix factorizations. Utilizing gradient boosting tree methods, a state-of-the-art prediction model, we are able to achieve up to 0.92 AUC (area under the curve) value, which shows the potential of our methods for practical deployment. Finally, we point out several interesting phenomena on lenders’ social behaviors in micro-finance activities.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.3 [Information Search and Retrieval]: Information filtering; I.2.6 [Artificial Intelligence]: Learning
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1. INTRODUCTION
Kiva was founded by Matt Flannery and Jessica Jack- ley who based their concept on the inspiration of Muham- mad Yunus’ lecture on the Grameen Bank. The Grameen Bank, which won the Nobel Peace Prize in 2006 for its impact in helping the impoverished, was founded by Yunus in 1977 to address the lack of practical credit available to the under-utilized, yet skillful entrepreneurs in impoverished countries [32]. In Yunus’ Book, he documented how he came up with the concept by noticing that the very poor could barely sustain themselves, let alone work their trade, since many times the poor were taking loans to buy the materi- als, only to sell their finished product back as repayment. In response, Yunus began his credit-loaning program which
provided loans without collateral and interest, and with an easy repayment plan. There are multitudes of success stories in Yunus’ book as well as on the Kiva blog\(^1\) that portray how micro-financing has given opportunity to change the lives of the borrowers, their businesses, and their local areas.

Since its inception in 2005, Kiva and its generous lenders now impact the lives of courageous, hardworking borrowers across 72 countries. Kiva\(^2\) is a non-profit micro-financial organization which acts as an intermediary service to provide people with the opportunity to lend money to underprivileged entrepreneurs in developing countries. Kiva’s lending model is based on a crowd-funding model in which any individual can fund a particular loan by contributing to a loan individually or as a part of a lender team. The Kiva loan process is summarized in Fig. 1.\(^3\)

Open public access to Kiva’s data, provided through daily snapshots and an API, is a part of Kiva’s charitable initiative to provide the working poor with an infrastructure that Kiva hopes will encourage life-changing lending. This level of transparency lies at the core of Kiva’s successful growth as Matt Flannery puts it: “Transparency in this next period will be our best weapon against the challenges of growth. This model thrives on information, not marketing” \([13]\).

Kiva data contain a wealthy set of heterogeneous information about lenders, loans, lender teams, borrowers, and field partners. As of June 2013, the publicly available Kiva data set contained over 1,100,000 lenders, 500,000 loans, and 150,000 journal entries for over 4,000,000 transactions that resulted in over 400,000,000 USD of loans issued. There are also multiple types of many-to-many relationships between each of the data entities. For example, lenders may be a part of multiple lender teams while lenders may choose any number of loans to participate in. Furthermore, borrowers may optionally update their progress to their field partner for entry into the Kiva website as a journal entry. This data set includes geospatial, temporal, and free-text data along with a variety of other numerical and categorical information, consequently forming a fascinating set of data for many data mining and social media researchers.

**Loan recommendation and diverse lender behaviors.** Kiva as a non-profit organization encourages lending by promoting the idea that those in need can create better lives for themselves and their families when given the opportunity, i.e., capital. Thus, one can naturally realize that lenders, who are also regarded as donors due to the lack of any interest or reward they receive in return for their loan, are a pivotal component to the Kiva model. Consequently, one of the keys to a healthy Kiva ecosystem relies on keeping their lenders interested in continuing in their generous donations. This is where active recommendation can play a major role by matching the lender with loans that they would be sincerely interested in.

In addition, what makes loan recommendation an interesting problem is the diversity of lenders’ behaviors. How do lenders differ in their lending behaviors and what are the major factors to drive these differences? Fig. 2 displays an example showing temporal lending patterns. For a particular loan to be fully paid, it usually takes from a half to a full year (Fig. 2(a)). In case of passive lenders with a small number of lending experiences (a smaller \(m\) in Fig. 2(b)), the time taken between two consecutive lending activities show a relatively high correlation with the time required for a loan to be paid, compared to the other cases. This behavior is most likely explained by the notion that some passive lenders participate in another loan when their initial loan is paid back, rather than contributing more money of their own. However, active lenders with more lending experiences continue their lending activities mainly within a short time interval, as shown in a strong peak with almost no tail in the examples with a larger \(m\) in Fig. 2(b).

**Challenges in loan recommendation.** The problem of loan recommendation presents various challenges compared to other traditional recommendation problems.

The first is the transient nature of loans. Standard recommendation techniques based on collaborative filtering primarily utilize other similar users’ ratings or preferences on the items for recommendation. The key notion is that the items being recommended such as books or movies are persistent and reusable, i.e., an item (or a copy thereof) can serve many users. Loans, on the other hand, are transient and a particular loan can only serve a single borrower. More importantly, loans are only available for a short amount of time until the loan request is fully met, often leaving little or no information available to utilize from previous lenders.

The second challenge is the binary rating structure. Most rating systems are composed of a multi-grade set of ratings from which a user can select, yet in Kiva, the only information available similar to a rating is whether or not s/he funded the loan.\(^4\) Furthermore, the fact that the funding did not happen may not necessarily mean that s/he did not like it. This challenge is often found in other settings where the recommendation relies only on previous purchases, viewing of item pages, etc. Such limited information and ambigu-

---

\(^1\)http://pages.kiva.org/kivablog  
\(^2\)http://www.kiva.org/  
\(^3\)http://www.kiva.org/about/how  
\(^4\)Individual loan amount could be utilized similarly to rating information, but such information is not available from Kiva API for lender privacy.
ity require more than just standard collaborative filtering approaches.

Finally, another challenge is the heterogeneity of data. The Kiva data set comprises a variety of intertwined entities giving rise to a rich set of heterogeneous information. Merging and fusing this diverse set of information in a unified predictive framework for loan recommendation presents a non-trivial problem.

Overview of proposed approaches. In order to better handle these challenges and deeply analyze various lending patterns among Kiva users, we propose a supervised learning approach to tackle this unique loan recommendation problem. That is, we formulate it as a binary classification/regression problem, where, given a lender and loan pair, the trained model computes the score that represents the likelihood of funding. In order to train our model with all the available information, we propose two main feature generation methods: (1) graph-based feature integration (for lenders with previous loans) (2) feature alignment via joint nonnegative matrix factorization (for lenders with no previous loans). The former provides us with a general framework for incorporating all the available heterogeneous information to represent a lender-loan pair. On the other hand, the latter alleviates the lack of information for newcomers, which is a well-known issue referred to as the cold-start problem in many recommendation applications.

Utilizing the proposed approaches along with a gradient boosting tree, a state-of-the-art learner model, we achieve a practically useful level of performance up to around 0.92 AUC (area under the curve) value. Furthermore, we present in-depth analysis of the resulting model and its output, revealing various interesting knowledge about lenders’ social behaviors in micro-finance activities.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes our basic preprocessing steps to handle the heterogeneity of Kiva data; in addition, we have made the post-processed data readily available on the web for other researchers. Section 3 describes our main approaches for loan recommendation, and Section 4 presents the prediction performances as well as various findings from our analysis. Section 5 discusses related work. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper and discusses future work.

2. BASIC DATA REPRESENTATION

The Kiva data set is composed of various entities, each of which has its own set of rich information including unstructured data (e.g., text, image, and video) as well as structured data (e.g., geo-spatial, numerical, categorical, and ordinal data). Lender entities contain basic web profile data, i.e., profile image, registration timestamp, location, loan count, and other fields, in addition to links to various types of entities. For example, a lender will have links to loans that s/he has funded and to any number of lender teams with which s/he is affiliated. Field partners manage loans within their local region, while borrowers request loans from their local field partner in respect to their lack of access to a computer with internet access.

Kiva provides a recent snapshot of its data set in JSON and XML formats.\(^6\) For our work, we used a 2.9 GB JSON snapshot which was collected on 5/31/2013. We preprocessed it to obtain the numerical representations of each available field. Particularly, the preprocessing of temporal, categorical, and textual fields all required a nontrivial amount of work. For temporal data, such as the loan’s posting date and lender’s sign-up date, we converted it to a serial date number using Matlab’s datenum function, which represents the whole and fractional number of days from a fixed preset date of January 0 in year 0000. For categorical data, such as a lender’s gender and a loan’s country code, we used a dummy encoding scheme which converts a variable with \(m\) categories into an \(m\)-dimensional binary vector where only the values in the corresponding categories are set to ones.

Finally, for textual data, we encoded each textual field separately as a bag-of-words vector where an individual dimension corresponds to a unique word. Afterwards we reduced the dimensionality using nonnegative matrix factorization\(^6\) (NMF) [21, 19] to 100 for each textual field. We performed dimension reduction for two reasons. First, although the encoded representations may be in sparse format, the entire dimension easily amounts up to the hundreds of thousands requiring enormous computational time in learning our prediction model. Second, the reduced dimensions, which are composed of a group of words, are more semantically meaningful than individual term dimensions, and thus, they can be versatile for both good prediction performance and data/model understanding [10, 30]. The reduced dimension was set to 100 because larger values did not improve the prediction performances reported in Section 4.

As a final preprocessing step we created mappings between entities from the different tables. For example, a lender entity found in the table containing metadata for lenders may have a different identifier in another table about the lender-loan graph, and even worse, it may exist in only one table, meaning that some information about it will be completely missing. The mappings we created allow these issues to be handled with ease. We made the processed formatted data as Matlab files available at http://fodava.gatech.edu/processed-kiva-data.

3. METHODOLOGY

In this section, we describe our methodology for promoting non-profit micro-finance activities in Kiva. We formulate this task as a binary classification/regression problem. That is, we consider a pair \((u, l)\) of a lender \(u\) and a loan \(l\) as an individual data item, and given such a pair, we intend to predict how likely s/he will fund the loan, which we denote as \(f(u, l)\). The associated label is set to 1 if funding occurred for the pair and 0 otherwise. Once the learner model is trained based on a set of data items along with these labels, it can then predict the likelihood of funding for any given lender-loan pair. Such a capability is broadly applicable in various loan recommendation problems. For example, it allows one to identify the best matching lender for a particular loan by solving arg max\(_u\) \(f(u, l)\) for a fixed \(l\) as well as the most appropriate loan to recommend given a particular lender by solving arg max\(_l\) \(f(u, l)\) for a fixed \(u\).

In this approach, the key procedure affecting the overall performance is feature generation, i.e., how we characterize and represent a particular lender-loan pair. This is especially challenging considering the complexity of the Kiva data set which involves heterogeneous entities, such as bor-

\(^{\text{http://fodava.gatech.edu/processed-kiva-data}}\)

\(^{\text{http://build.kiva.org/docs/data/snapshots}}\)

\(^{\text{We use an acronym u by viewing a lender as a kiva 'u' ser.}}\)
3.1 Graph-based Feature Integration

When information about previous funding experiences of a particular lender is available, we utilize relationship links between different entities to take into account all the information available from the linked entities. As summarized in Fig. 3, given a lender-loan pair \((u, l)\), we first retrieve all the linked entities from both the lender and the loan. Specifically, a lender \(u\) will contain links to the list of teams he/she is affiliated with, loans he/she funded previously, and partners and borrowers his/her previous loans were associated with. Similarly, a loan will contain the links to the associated partner and the lists of borrowers, lenders (excluding the lender of interest), and lender teams that lenders are affiliated with.

**Lender- and loan-specific features.** Each entity type, e.g., the \(i\)-th type among a borrower, a partner, a loan, a lender, and a lender team, composes the entity-type-wise feature (column) vectors, \(v_i^u\) and \(v_i^l\), to represent a lender \(u\) and a loan \(l\), respectively, which, in turn, form a lender-specific feature vector \(v^u = [v_1^u, \ldots, v_i^u, \ldots, v_n^u]^\top\) and a loan-specific one \(v^l = [v_1^l, \ldots, v_i^l, \ldots, v_n^l]^\top\) (circles in Fig. 3).

In this process, one issue is that we may have a variable number of linked entities of the same type. For instance, one lender may have funded four loans in the past, yet another may have funded fifteen. To maintain a fixed number of dimensions for \(v_i^u\) (or \(v_i^l\)) given a variable number of entities, we aggregate them into a single set of features by adding up all the feature vectors of individual entities. Suppose the \(i\)-th entity type is a loan and a lender \(u\) is associated with a set of entities (loans) \(\{v_i^u\}_j : j = 1, \ldots, n\}\), where an entity \((v_i^u)_j\) is represented as a feature vector \((v_i^u)_j\). The feature vector \(v_i^u\) (of the \(i\)-th entity type) for \(u\) is represented as

\[
e_i^u = \sum_j (v_i^u)_j.
\]

For example, a loan’s requested amount (in dollars) will correspond to the summation of the values from multiple loans, a single value indicating a total requested amount. For categorical variables, such as a lender’s gender which is represented as a binary vector in two dimensions, after summing up the feature vectors of lenders for a particular loan, the values corresponding to the two dimensions become the number of male and female lenders, respectively. The same idea can also be applied to textual features, which are non-negative representations computed by NMF.

In addition, even if there are no links to entities of a particular entity type, e.g., no associated loans for a particular lender, Eq. (1) still holds since it will produce an equal-dimensional feature vector containing all zeros.

**Lender-loan matching features.** We have described how we generate lender- and loan-specific features by including information from each of the linked entities. We note that although the resulting data include links to heterogeneous entity types, both a lender and a loan now have counterparts generated from the same entity type, which can be directly compared with each other. In other words, both lenders and loans will have all the feature sets associated with borrowers, field partners, loans, lenders, and lender teams. Intuitively, if the entities from a lender side and a loan side are similar, our predictor \(f(u, l)\) should give a high score about the likelihood of funding. To leverage this in our feature representation, we generate an additional set of features \(v_i^{ul}\) that indicate how well the entities of the same type matches in an individual feature level. To this end, we compute the product of individual features referring to them as lender-loan matching features (hexagons in Fig. 3), i.e., \(v_i^{ul} = v_i^u \circ v_i^l\), where \(\circ\) represents an element-wise product. Given the nonnegativity of \(v_i^u\) and \(v_i^l\), \(v_i^{ul}\) indicates how strongly the values of a particular dimension are represented in ‘both’ the lender and the loan sides; this can be considered as the degree of matching at an individual feature level.

These matching features, which are originally the second-order terms of existing features, may be inherently utilized in nonlinear or kernel models, but they are potentially critical information to many other models such as linear models and other tree-based models that deal with only one variable at a time, as will be described in Section 4.1.

**Temporal features.** Inspired from the analysis discussed earlier in Section 1, we generate additional features using temporal information about a lender and a loan. Available temporal information includes a lender’s member_since and a loan’s posted_date, funded_date, and paid_date. By considering the relative time differences between a loan \(l\) and the most recent loan, \(l_t\), that a lender funded in the past, we construct six temporal features having the form of \(x - y\) where \(x\) is one of \(l_t\’s\) posted_date and funded_date and \(y\) is one of \(l_t\’s\) posted_date, funded_date, and paid_date. These features basically reflect the temporal patterns of consecutive lending activities.

3.2 Feature Alignment via Joint Nonnegative Matrix Factorization

**Cold-start problem.** The feature generation procedure described previously is quite general and flexible when incorporating all the information from each of the heterogeneous entities, but the main limitation of this approach arises when little or no relationship link between a lender and/or a loan exists. Although details may differ, this problem, which is often referred to as a cold-start problem, is common in many recommendation applications. For instance, suppose a new Kiva user considers funding a loan for the first time and we would like to recommend the most appropriate loan they would be likely to fund. It is very likely that they may not have any connections with lender teams, previous loans, and
Joint-NMF features for a first-time lender and a fresh loan. Up to now, we have computed joint NMF using the textual information of lenders and loans by using their linked relationships, leading to a common space where these relationships are revealed. However, we still need to represent a first-time lender and a fresh loan to a joint-NMF space. To achieve this task, we utilize the resulting factor matrices $W_u$ and $W_l$, which provide a mapping for an arbitrary bag-of-words representation in an original space to the joint-NMF space. In detail, given $a_u \in \mathbb{R}^{m_u \times 1}$ and $a_l \in \mathbb{R}^{m_l \times 1}$ corresponding to a first-time lender and a fresh loan, respectively, we solve the following nonnegative-constrained least squares problem,

$$
\min_{h_u \geq 0} \|a_u - W_u h_u\|_2^2 \quad \text{and} \quad \min_{h_l \geq 0} \|a_l - W_l h_l\|_2^2
$$

where $h_u \in \mathbb{R}^{k \times 1}$ and $h_l \in \mathbb{R}^{k \times 1}$ are our new representations in the joint-NMF space, i.e., joint-NMF features.

These joint-NMF features mainly have two advantages. First, even though a first-time lender and a fresh loan have no explicit links, one can expect their joint-NMF features to be close to each other. As a result, the rows of $H_u$ and $H_l$ can be considered as new vector representations in a common $k$-dimensional space where the linked lender and loan vectors are closely placed.

4. EXPERIMENTS AND FINDINGS

In this section, we present our experiments and analysis on two loan recommendation cases depending on whether a lender of interest has previous funding history.

4.1 Experimental Setup

Learner. Considering the heterogeneity of our data and the complexity of the problem, it is crucial to use the most suitable and powerful prediction model to date. To this end, we have chosen a gradient boosting tree (GBtree)\(^8\) [17, 14]. A GBtree is an ensemble method where an individual learner is a decision tree [6].

The reason for choosing a GBtree for our problem is as follows: First of all, an ensemble method is known for its superior generalization capability for unseen data. More importantly, a decision tree, our base learner, uses one variable at each node when it is trained/constructed as well as when it

\(^8\)The GBtree implementation we used is available at https://sites.google.com/site/carlosbecker/resources/gradient-boosting-boosted-trees
is applied to test data. This characteristic prevents us from worrying about heterogeneity in the features we generated. The downside to other learners, such as logistic regression and support vector machines, is that heterogeneous features have to be normalized via, say, standardization of their distributions, which transforms each feature to have zero mean and unit variance. Such normalization does not always make sense for binary and integer features, and furthermore it removes the nonnegativity of our feature representation that offers intuitive interpretation of them.

**Lender groups and data selection.** As previously highlighted, it is important to handle different user behaviors properly. Therefore, we first selected lenders that have a specific lending count \( m \), where we varied \( m \) from 5 to 50, indicating the degree of how actively lenders participated in loans. Then, we conducted our experiments separately on each of these lender groups. We felt that lenders within this range of \( m \) contained the set of lenders not too active nor too passive, and thus we expect them to be more significantly influenced when given a recommendation for an appropriate loan.

Next, we formed a lender-by-loan adjacency matrix where only the components whose corresponding lenders funded the corresponding loans are set to 1 and 0 otherwise. From this graph, we randomly selected 5,000 positive (1-valued components) and 5,000 negative (0-valued components) samples and generated their feature vectors, as described in Section 3.9. These samples are then used as our training and test sets under a 10-fold cross-validation setup.

---

**Feature groups.** For lenders with funding history, we utilized various features presented in Section 3.1 and constructed several feature groups as follows:

1. Loan/lender text (600 dimensions): Textual features from a lender’s loan_because and a loan’s loan_description, whose dimension is reduced by NMF (Section 2).
2. Loan/lender info (183 dimensions): Features from a lender’s and a loan’s various fields.
3. Loan delinquency (13 dimensions): Features indicating how many previous loans for a lender have been non-paid or delinquent.
4. Partner (33 dimensions): Features about field partners.
5. Borrower (12 dimensions): Features about borrowers, e.g., a borrower’s gender and pictured.
6. Temporal (6 dimensions): Time differences between a new loan and a lender’s most recently funded loan (Section 3.1).
7. Lender team (15 dimensions): Features about lender teams a lender is associated with.

Using this structure, a lender-loan pair, which is our data item, is represented as an 862-dimensional vector.

For lenders without funding history, many of these features are not available. Thus, the two sets of joint-NMF features described in Section 3.2 were mainly used: those generated from aligning (1-a) a lender’s loan_because versus a loan’s loan_description (300-dimensional) and (1-b) a lender’s occupational_info versus a loan’s loan_description (300-dimensional), respectively. Next, we included (2) loan/lender info (61-dimensional), (3) partner (11-dimensional), and (4) borrower (4-dimensional) information.

**Performance measure.** Although our experimental setting is a binary classification, the desired capability from learning the function \( f(u, b) \) by a GBTree is to compute the likelihood of funding, which allows us to rank the most ap-
propriate loans for a particular lender as well as the most appropriate lenders for a particular loan. Therefore, we are interested in the quality in terms of the resulting ranking of a given test set of lender-loan pairs, rather than the classification accuracy. In this respect, we report a receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve and its area under the curve (AUC) value, which measures how much higher positive samples are ranked than negative samples.

### 4.2 Predictive Performance

#### 4.2.1 Lenders with available funding history

**Overall performance.** In cases where previous funding information of a lender is available, we gradually incorporated additional features described in Section 4.1 for different lender groups. The performance results are shown by the ROC curves in Fig. 5 along with their AUC values summarized in Table 1. The best AUC values ranged from .78 to .92, which is a significant improvement over a baseline value of .5. These results were generally achieved only when using all the features available, indicating the advantage of our feature integration framework. Among different lender groups, lenders with $15 \leq m \leq 25$ were the most difficult in predicting their likely loans to fund while lenders with a lower or higher $m$ were relatively easier.

**Analysis on feature groups.** The analysis on the variable importance of each feature group, as shown in Fig. 6, reveals various interesting knowledge about micro-finance activities, as follows:

1. **The relative time with respect to the last funded loan plays an important role.** Temporal features, which contain elapsed time information since the most recently funded loan, e.g., when it was posted and/or when it was repaid, consistently improve the performance by a non-trivial amount for all cases.

2. **Loan delinquencies discourage passive lenders although they do not impact active lenders as much.** The performance increase due to the loan delinquency features is substantial for lender groups with $m \leq 15$, but that increase drops significantly for lender groups with $m = 50$. Our further investigation showed these features were negatively correlated with the labels. For example, when $m = 5$, only 36% of the lenders who previously experienced loan delinquency had positive labels while 53% of the lenders without such experiences had positive labels. On the other hand, when $m = 50$, these two ratios were 49.7% and 50.1%, respectively, showing almost no correlation.

3. **Lender teams exhibit greater influence on active lenders.** The performance due to the inclusion of lender team features improves as $m$ increases. We conjecture that it is partly because passive lenders did not join teams yet. In fact, we found that the average number of teams of each lender with $m = 50$ was .72 while that with $m = 5$ was only .25. In addition, from Figs. 5(e)(f), these features pull up the ROC curve mainly at the false positive rate value (an $x$ axis) from .4 to .7. This indicates that they are helpful in correctly classifying those somewhat ambiguous lender-loan pairs.

#### 4.2.2 First-time lenders and fresh loans

**A baseline approach.** To evaluate the effectiveness of joint-NMF features, we designed a baseline approach to compare our method against, as follows. In the baseline approach, each pair of textual fields, (a lender’s loan because, a loan’s loan description) and (a lender’s occupational info, a loan’s loan description), has been aggregated into a single document corpus, which is encoded as a list of bag-of-words vectors based on a common vocabulary set. Next, we applied standard NMF in order to obtain their reduced-dimensional vectors. Note that, similar to the joint NMF approach, the resulting vector representations of lenders’ and loans’ textual data exist in a common space. Nonetheless, the main difference is that joint NMF utilizes additional link information and enforces linked lenders and loans to be close to each other in the common space (Fig. 4).

**Performance comparison.** For first-time lenders and fresh loans, Fig. 7 shows the comparisons in terms of AUC measures between the joint NMF and the baseline approaches. For each case, joint NMF was computed based on a differ-
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Table 1: The cumulative AUC value in Fig. 5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature groups</th>
<th>The number of previous loans $m$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lender/loan text</td>
<td>69.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lender/loan info</td>
<td>70.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loan delinquency</td>
<td>84.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partner</td>
<td>86.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Borrower</td>
<td>88.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temporal</td>
<td>91.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team</td>
<td>92.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In this section, we mainly discuss related work about (1) recommender systems (relevant to Section 3.1), (2) manifold alignment (relevant to Section 3.2), and (3) analysis on micro-financial activities.

**Recommender systems.** Basically, a recommender system, an active information filtering system [5], aims at estimating the so-called utility function for a given item and a user, which is analogous to our funding likelihood function \( f(u, l) \). A recommender system typically fall within two methods: **content-based methods** which match users to products by matching a user’s profile to the product’s characteristics and **collaborative filtering methods** which recommend products that other users with similar preferences have chosen in the past [26, 1]. Numerous studies on recommender systems have focused on collaborative filtering approaches. These methods are generally categorized according to whether they are memory-based and model-based.

---

**Table 2: The representative keywords of two topic pairs aligned by joint NMF**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature groups</th>
<th>AUC value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Topic 1</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a lender’s <em>occupational_info</em></td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>teacher, preschool, math,</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>librarian, school</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>children, school, family,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>married, husband</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Topic 2</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a lender’s <em>occupational_info</em></td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>student, mba, college,</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>graduate, university</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>business, activities,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>entrepreneur, revenue</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Figure 7: The AUC values for first-time lenders and fresh loans when training joint NMF with lenders with various numbers of previous loans \( m \) and their associated loans.
For a comprehensive summary of collaborative filtering techniques, the reader is referred to the survey articles [28, 1].

Due to the discussed challenges in Section 1, which make collaborative filtering methods inapplicable, our work partly follows the content-based approach in that the proposed lender-specific features can be viewed as a user’s profile while the loan-specific features represent the product content. However, the typical content-based approach, mainly originating from information retrieval literature [4], focuses only on textual information. In order to integrate all the other information available, our approach extends it in the context of ad-hoc information retrieval [24], which throws various information as features and trains a learner model for predicting a relevance score of an item. These types of approaches are widely applicable in various novel applications including online dating systems [11].

Manifold alignment. This area has been actively studied recently in the context of image analysis [20] and cross-lingual information retrieval [29, 8, 9]. The problem setting is generally similar to that of our feature alignment where, given the different vector representations and/or relationships of the corresponding items, their new embedding in a common space is computed. Recently, from the perspective of multi-relational learning from multiple graphs or sources, several advanced methods based on joint matrix factorization have been proposed [33, 27]. In addition, a joint NMF-based approach has been proposed for multi-view clustering problems [22]. However, most of these methods focus on the best representations of existing data items while our proposed approach focuses on a generalization capability, i.e., embedding of unseen data into a common space so that their hidden correspondences are properly revealed.

Analysis on micro-financial activities. Previous work related to the complex micro-finance lending behavioral patterns and Kiva’s non-integral role in the crowd-sourced micro-financing movement have looked at the effects of the internet on micro-financing [7] and other peer-to-peer lending transactions [3]. Studies on micro-finance decision-making have discovered that lenders favor lending opportunities not only to entities similar to themselves but also to individuals in situations that trigger an emotional reaction [2, 15].

Kiva-related findings have suggested bias in lending decisions by showing that particular borrower features generate a higher level of attraction from the wider lending audience. In particular, women and more physically attractive individuals inherit a greater chance of securing charitable loan support, at least from lenders that constitute the set of first-time and lesser-active lenders [18]. Other studies on Kiva have observed the nature of lending behavior by correlating the impact of group dynamics to lending participation [16, 23]. These studies provide a basis for our work in which we extend similar decision-making processes through automation to support our lender-loan recommendation system.

All these studies have analyzed Kiva’s data in a number of ways, yet there is a lack of research that has utilized statistical numerical analysis approaches which are closer to our body of work. One such study manually defined a set of categories about the motivation of lending and applied machine learning techniques to train automatic text classifiers using a lender’s loan_because field [23]. It also incorporated several simple features such as the loan count and team affiliations in performing regression on lending frequency and amount. This work revealed various interesting knowledge about lending behavior, but the used information and techniques are relatively limited compared to our work.

To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first in-depth study to directly tackle the loan recommendation problem by incorporating all the heterogeneous information available from Kiva. As seen in Section 4, we achieve performance viable for practical application and reveal significant finding about lending behavior that has not been discussed in any previous other work.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we presented a novel application of loan recommendation in the non-profit micro-finance sector. Starting with an extensive data set from Kiva, a famous micro-finance service, we tackled the problem using a supervised learning approach. In order to represent any given lender-loan pair as a feature vector, which is a key procedure in this approach, we proposed two main methodologies: (1) graph-based feature integration to flexibly incorporate all the heterogeneous information available and (2) feature alignment via joint NMF to enhance the limited information of first-time lenders and fresh loans. Based on the proposed approaches combined with a gradient boosting tree, a state-of-the-art prediction model, we achieved up to .92 AUC value. Furthermore, we presented interesting phenomena about micro-financing behaviors of Kiva lenders from temporal and social aspects.

The importance of our work and the information-rich nature of the Kiva data open up various future research possibilities. We describe a few of them in the following.

Selecting negative instances. Although we found our experiments showed consistent results over multiple runs of different sets of random samples, it would be beneficial to choose negative samples with more care. That is, not all negative examples are truly negative. For example, a lender may not have funded a particular loan simply because he did not know about it but not because he decided not to fund it. Advanced techniques such as the one-class type approach [25] and the one leveraging the context of user-system interactions [31], which tackle these issues in other recommendation applications, could be adopted in our work.

Fraud detection. As seen in Section 4, non-paid and delinquent loans significantly impact further lending activities of novice lenders, and thus, it is critical to detect potentially fraudulent loans and discourage lenders from lending them. A fraud loan detection problem can be formulated and solved in a similar way to the proposed methods in this paper. Eventually, integrating the resulting potential fraud score to our feature representation will increase the loan recommendation performance even further.
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